The dominance of the h ! decay mode for the intermediate-mass Higgs boson is highly motivated to solve the little hierarchy problem and to ease the tension with the precision data. However, the discovery modes for m h & 150 GeV, h ! , and W=Zh ! '=' 'b b, will be substantially affected. Introduction.-The standard model (SM) has been successful in explaining all the data, except for a few observations. One of them is the controversy between the precision data and the direct search for the SM Higgs boson. The precision measurements from LEP and SLD collaborations strongly prefer a light Higgs boson with a mass around 100 GeV [1] . However, the direct search has put a lower bound of 114.4 GeV [2] . Such a high Higgs mass bound also induces the so-called little hierarchy problem in supersymmetric framework. It is urgent to relieve the tension arised from the Higgs mass bound. A number of recent works in this direction [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] have attempted the problem by modifying the Higgs sector.
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A phenomenological approach to lower the Higgs mass bound is to reduce either the coupling g ZZh or Bh ! b b. One possibility is to add a singlet field to the Higgs sector such that the Higgs doublet and the singlet mix. The SMlike Higgs boson will have a smaller effective coupling g ZZh to the Z boson. More important is that there are additional decay modes for the Higgs boson. In supersymmetric framework, the most popular approach is the nextto-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) [9] . It has been shown [10] that, in most parameter space that is natural, the SM-like Higgs boson can decay into a pair of light pseudoscalar bosons with a branching ratio larger than 0.7. The Higgs mass bound can be as low as around 100 GeV. In little Higgs framework, it has been shown [4] that in the simplest little Higgs model with the parameter (SLH) [11] , the Higgs boson can dominantly decay into a pair of pseudoscalar bosons . Together with the reduction of the g ZZh coupling, the Higgs mass bound can be lowered. There are other phenomenological models by adding singlet Higgs fields to the Higgs sector [5] [6] [7] [8] . In all these models, the Higgs boson dominantly decays into lighter Higgs bosons (we shall denote the lighter Higgs boson as pseudoscalar boson without loss of generality.) The dominance of h ! mode for the intermediate Higgs boson has significant impacts on the Higgs search strategies. The most useful channel for intermediate Higgs boson, h ! , will be substantially affected because Bh ! lowers by a factor of a few. So is the h ! b b in Wh, Zh production. It is therefore utmost important to show the complementarity of the h ! mode, and timely to establish the feasibility of the h ! mode. To our knowledge we are the first to show that using h ! ! 4b for m > 2m b the Higgs signal can be identified at the LHC, via Wh, Zh production. With at least one charged lepton and 4B tags in the final state, one can obtain a clean signal of high significance and a full Higgs mass reconstruction. This is the main result of the Letter.
Production and decay.-The pseudoscalar boson decays into the heaviest fermion pair that is kinematically allowed, either b b or ÿ . If m > 2m b , the SM-like Higgs boson will decay like h ! ! 4b; 2b2; 4. Feasibility studies focusing on Higgs production at the Tevatron have been performed in extended supersymmetric models. The gg ! h ! ! 4b signal at the Tevatron has been shown overwhelmed by large QCD background [12] . Similar conclusions can be drawn for the LHC. Another study using (2b, 2) mode for the associated Higgs production with a W=Z at the Tevatron was performed [13] , but a full Higgs mass reconstruction is difficult. The 4 mode was also studied at the Tevatron for 2m < m < 2m b [14] . If m < 2m , on the other hand, the modes ! e e ÿ , become dominant. The study of h ! ! 4 was performed in Ref. [15] , but the photon pair for each pseudoscalar decay is very collimated, which reduces the detectability. One can also have the pseudoscalar boson produced directly, e.g., in the associated production with a gaugino pair [16] , in the B decays [17] , and in quarkonium decays [18] .
In this Letter, we focus on Wh and Zh production at the LHC, followed by the leptonic decay of the W and Z, and h ! ! b bb b. In the final state, we require a charged lepton and 4 b-tagged jets. The advantage of having a charged lepton in the final state is to suppress the QCD background. We require 4 b-tagged jets to avoid the huge t t background. We are still left with some irreducible backgrounds from W nb and Z nb production with n 4, t tb b and t tt t production (t tt t is much smaller than t tb b and so we ignore it in the rest of the paper.) We study the feasibility of searching for the Higgs boson using Wh, Zh ! ' ' e; 4b X at the LHC. A naive signal analysis at the Tevatron already tells us that the signal rate is too small for realistic detection. At the LHC, we found a sufficiently large signal rate with a relatively small background for m h & 160 GeV. Reconstructing the invariant mass of the 4 b-tagged jets is shown to play a crucial role: The signal will peak at m h while the serious background begins at M 4b * 160 GeV.
Details of the Higgs sector of NMSSM and SLH model are referred to Refs. [19] and [11] , respectively. The dominant production for an intermediate Higgs boson at the LHC is the gluon fusion. However, as mentioned above the decay h ! followed by ! b b is overwhelmed by QCD backgrounds [12] . The next production mechanism, the WW fusion, has the final state consisting of only hadronic jets. Therefore, we consider the associated production with a W or Z boson. The cross section is proportional to the square of the coupling g VVh . In the NMSSM, the deviation of g VVh from the SM value depends on the nature of the h 1 . For the benchmark points 2 and 3 of Ref. [20] the size of g VVh is very close to the SM value, though the sign may be opposite. We consider 2 benchmark points A and B, which are very similar to the benchmark points 2 and 3 of Ref. [20] . In the SLH, g VVh deviates from the SM value as
where t W is tangent of the Weinberg angle, f is the symmetry breaking scale at TeV, c cos, s sin, and tan is the ratio of the VEV of the two pseudo-NambuGoldstone multiplets of the SLH model [4, 11] . We use MADGRAPH [21] to generate the signal cross sections. We employ full helicity decays of the gauge 
where p T denotes the transverse momentum, denotes the pseudorapidity, and R
In order to minimize the reducible backgrounds, we require to see at least one charged lepton and 4 b-tagged jets in the final state. We employ a B-tagging efficiency of 70% for each B tag, and a probability of 5% for a light-quark jet faking a B tag [22] .
Backgrounds.-It is possible for the photon in nj background to fake an electron in the EM calorimeter. However, we will ignore this since the charged lepton from the W or Z decay is quite energetic and produces a track in the central tracking device, in contrast to that from a photon. The backgrounds from W nj and Z nj contribute at a very low level and are reducible as we require 4 b-tagged jets in the final state. The background from WZ ! 'b b is also reducible by the 4 b-tagging requirement. So is QCD production of t t pair with one of the top decay hadronically and the other semileptonically. Jets from the W decay may fake a B-tag. This background is under control after applying our selective cuts. While most of the backgrounds are reducible, there are a few channels that are irreducible. They are (i) t tb b production, and (ii) W=Z 4b production. So we explicitly calculate them and apply the cuts using MADGRAPH [21] .
Results.-As mentioned in the Introduction, we use two popular models for new physics: (i) NMSSM and (ii) SLH. In NMSSM, we scan the code NMHDECAY [23] and choose two benchmark points, A and B, both of which have Bh ! a 1 a 1 1 and Ba 1 ! b b 0:9. In a large portion of the parameter space of NMSSM, the mass of h 1 is around 100 GeV and Bh 1 ! a 1 a 1 * 0:7 [10] . The benchmark points that we employ are quite common in the NMSSM. In the SLH model, we employ two points in the parameter space such that the mass of the Higgs boson is O100 GeV and Bh ! * 0:7 [4] .
We show the signal cross sections of Wh and Zh for the NMSSM and for SLH in Table I , and various backgrounds in Table II , respectively. The cross sections are under the cuts listed in Eq. (2). We have imposed a B-tagging efficiency of 0.7 for each b jet and a mistag efficiency of 0.05 for a light-quark jet to fake a b jet. We require to see at least one charged lepton and 4 b-tagged jets. We also show various couplings relative to the SM values in Table I . With these values one can easily understand the relative importance in various channels. The quantity C 2 4b defined by
shows very clearly the importance of the channel h ! ! b bb b that we are considering. For example, the two NMSSM benchmark points have C 2 4b > 0:8 while those for SLH only have C 2 4b ' 0:1. This explains why the significance of the SLH signals is much smaller than that of the NMSSM signals, shown in Table III . The LEP Collaboration [24] has made model-independent searches for the Higgs bosons in extended models. They put limits on the quantity C A comment on the background rates in Table II is in order here. In general, one defines the background as in the SM. However, here we define the background for our search in Wh, Zh ! ' 4b as those arising from the new physics under consideration. The background in the NMSSM (including NMSSM interactions) is the same as in the SM. In the SLH model, however, especially the t tb b from t t ! t tb b increases the background substantially. Suppose that the SLH is the actual model describing our world. If we are searching for the Higgs decay into pseudoscalar bosons, we have to fight against the t t ! t tb b background in the SLH model itself. Nevertheless, if we look at combination of signal channels, this t tb b would be an interesting one for the boson.
Since we require all 4 b-tagged jets, we can reconstruct the invariant mass M 4b of the signal and the background. We show the invariant mass spectrum for the NMSSM point B in Fig. 1 . The spectrum for other benchmark points are similar. For m h & 160 GeV the signal peak will stand out of the continuum, provided that the Bh ! still dominates. We can calculate the significance of the signal by evaluating the signal and background cross sections under the signal peak:
which is a conservative choice for the signal peak resolution. We show the total signal and background cross sections and the significance S= B p in Table III using an integrated luminosity of 30 fb ÿ1 . The significance of the NMSSM bench-mark points are large because of the smallness of background. On the contrary, the SLH benchmark points have smaller significance but close to 4 for point A, but not for point B. It is due to smaller signal rates and a much larger background from t t production. For m h below 250 GeV, the t th cross section is subdominant relative to the Zh and Wh production when the Higgs is SM-like. In other models, however, the top Yukawa coupling can be much enhanced. In this case, the t th production could be dominant. Unfortunately the signal analysis in t th is more complicated because of a total of 6 b In conclusion, the dominance of h ! decay mode is highly motivated because it can relieve the little hierarchy problem and the tension with the precision data. However 
